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Enrichment Committee Meeting  1/10/19
Attendance: Franklin, Poole, Cauble, Swift, Purdee, Richards, Wyatt
Lisa Largent wasn’t able to attend due to a sick child.
Refocus on what are the priorities for the remainder of the school year and what are the things
we need to focus on going forward to next school year.
Growth Mindset  Jennifer would like to implement that in the correct way. Teach our students a
growth mindset. This is the next step we need to go to, professional developmentwise. JP will
post videos for staff to watch. Growth Mindset by
Currently  in the midst of AdvancED preparations and Performance Framework.
435 applications in a week for next school year  April 11th is the lottery.
First parent meeting was Tuesday.
Survey from last time  no more feedback from the parent or teacher working conditions survey.
Highlights were hit at staff meetings.
New math standards for elementary and middle school are being implemented this year. There
will not be test results for EOG math until next fall. ELA standards are new this year too, but the
new Reading EOG test will be next year.
Do away with MAP in the middle school  doesn’t correlate with what they are teaching. At the
elementary, MAP is still used for data points for MTSS. Discussion of RTI stored and Janna
Sells. Do we need to bring it before the board for a vote? Discussion of NC Check Ins and the
value of the report.
Greg Sinders has given us the approval to do what we need to do.
Administration is looking into online sub programs for next school year. Transition to the state
health plan. Claire is working on the bond loans.
AdvancED visit  March 6th and 7th
Mark drew a wonderful continuous growth model
Looking forward  what can we do to minimize the dip in 20202021 when more students are
added to PCCS.
Next meeting: March 14th (Sheila Richards will not be present due to 5th grade CK night)
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